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Overview

Objectives of the
course

Course duration

In continuum mechanics we study physics and mathematical descriptions of deforming
continuous media at macroscale i.e. at continuum scale. In such study we do not consider the
behavior of matter at smaller scales such as molecular, atomic, or subatomic scales. With the
assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium in the deforming continua the study of continuum
mechanics provides thermodynamic framework consisting of conservation and balance laws
and associated constitutive theories for solid continua as well as fluent continua that describe
the physics of evolution of these continua when they are disturbed. In engineering terms, the
mathematical model for thermoelastic solids, thermoviscoelastic solids with and without
memory, both compressible and incompressible, Newtonian and generalized Newtonian
compressible and incompressible fluids (liquids and gases), polymeric fluids, and the
associated constitutive theories are within the scope of study in continuum mechanics course
proposed here. Thus, this course addresses mechanics of continua without any specific bias
to solids, liquids, or gases, hence the material in the course consists of higher-level
presentations of concepts and principles but sufficient clarity and details for specific
applications.
• To study and understand the fundamentals of continuum mechanics applicable to all
deforming continua, both solids and fluids, compressible as well as incompressible
deforming continua in thermodynamic equilibrium.
• To understand and derive/develop the mathematical framework, referred to as
thermodynamic framework, of desired physics and associated constitutive theories for
solid and fluent continua under finite deformation, finite strains, and finite strain rate
considerations.
● Duration: 23rd December, 2022 – 1st January, 2023
●

Total Contact Hours: 40 hours: 4-hour lectures/day

●

Mode of delivery: ONLINE

Course contents

Who should attend the
course

Course Fees

Registration date and
Mode of fee payment

Course Instructor:

Prof Karan Surana

Einstein, index, and matrix notations, and basic operations using these notations, change of
frame, transformations, concept and representation of tensors, tensor operations, tensor
calculus, covariant and contravariant bases and transformations, transformation of tensors,
invariants of tensors, Hamilton-Cayley theorem, kinematics of motion, deformation and their
measures, Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions, covariant and contravariant measures of
strains in Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions, invariants of strain tensors, physical meaning
of strain tensors, polar decomposition, definition and measures of stresses, Cauchy stress
tensor, first and second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensors, Jaumann stress tensors, rate of
deformation, strain rate measures, spin tensors, convected time derivatives of stress and strain
tensors, conservation and balance laws in Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions for finite
deformation, finite strain, and finite strain rate, general considerations in the derivations of
constitutive theories, ordered rate constitutive theories for thermoelastic solids and
thermoviscoelastic solids with and without memory for compressible and incompressible
cases, ordered rate constitutive theories for thermofluids and thermoviscoelastic fluids both
compressible and incompressible, Maxwell, Oldroyd-B, and Giesekus constitutive models,
ordered rate theories for hypoelastic solids, complete mathematical models with
thermodynamic relations, principle of virtual work, and an introduction to non-classical
continuum theories (NCCT)
The course material is intended for the graduate students (B.Tech./M.Sc./M.Tech./Ph.D.) and
faculty members from academic institutions and technical institutions, the engineers,
researchers, and scientists in physical sciences and applied mathematics interested in having
a thorough understanding of principles and concepts that are essential in the study of
deforming continuous media at macroscale by constructing the mathematical descriptions of
the desired physics so that the behavior of the associated physical systems can be studied
through the use of mathematical descriptions.
The participation fees for taking the course is as follows:
● Participants from abroad: US$50
● Industry/Research Organizations: Rs. 3000 /● Faculty from Indian academic Institutions: Rs.1500 /● Research Scholars and students: Rs. 500/Note: The above fee is exclusive of GIAN Portal Registration fee.
Participants are required to transfer the registration amount through NEFT/RTGS by 10th
December, 2022 in the following account:
Registrar (Sponsored research) MNIT Jaipur
Account no: 676801700388; Bank name: ICIC bank ltd. IFCS code: ICIC0006768
Branch name: MREC Branch, Malaviya National Institute of Technology Jaipur , J.L.N.
Marg, 302017
Please email the transaction number and the signed registration form by the deadline 12th
December, 2022 to Dr. Dinesh Kumar at dkumar.mech@mnit.ac.in
Karan S. Surana, born in India, went to undergraduate school at Birla Institute of Technology
and Science (BITS), Pilani, India, and received a B.E. degree in Mechanical Engineering in
1965. He then attended the University of Wisconsin, Madison, where he obtained M.S. and
Ph.D. degrees in Mechanical Engineering in 1967 and 1970, respectively. He worked in
industry, in research and development in various areas of computational mechanics and
software development, for fifteen years: SDRC, Cincinnati (1970–1973), EMRC, Detroit
(1973–1978); and McDonnell-Douglas, St. Louis (1978–1984). In 1984, he joined the
Department of Mechanical Engineering faculty at the University of Kansas, where he is
currently the Deane E. Ackers University Distinguished Professor of Mechanical Engineering.
His areas of interest and expertise are computational mathematics, computational mechanics,
and continuum mechanics. He is the author of over 350 research reports, conference papers,
and journal articles. He has served as advisor and chairman of 50 M.S. students and 25 Ph.D.
students in various areas of Computational Mathematics and Continuum Mechanics. He has
delivered many plenary and keynote lectures in various national and international conferences
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and congresses on computational mathematics, computational mechanics, and continuum
mechanics.
He has served on international advisory committees of many conferences and has coorganized mini-symposia on k-version of the finite element method, computational methods,
and constitutive theories at U.S. National Congresses of Computational Mechanics organized
by the U.S. Association of Computational Mechanics (USACM). He has organized minisymposium on classical and non-classical continuum mechanics at SES (Society of
Engineering Science). He is a member of the International Association of Computational
Mechanics (IACM) USACM, SES, and a fellow and life member of ASME.
Dr. Surana’s most notable contributions include: large deformation finite element
formulations of shells, the k-version of the finite element method, operator classification and
variationally consistent integral forms in methods of approximations for BVPs and IVPs, and
ordered rate constitutive theories for solid and fluent continua. His most recent and present
research work is in non-classical continuum theories for solid and fluent continua and
associated constitutive theories. He is the author of recently published textbooks: Advanced
Mechanics of Continua, CRC/Taylor & France, The Finite Element Method for Boundary
Value Problems: Mathematics and Computations, CRC/Taylor & Francis, The Finite Element
Method for Initial Value Problems: Mathematics and Computations, CRC/Taylor & Francis,
and Numerical Methods and Methods of Approximation in Science and Engineering,
CRC/Taylor & Francis.
You may reach him at: kssurana@ku.edu.
Prof. S. D. Bharti, B.E. (Civil), M. Tech. (Structural Engineering) and Ph.D. (Earthquake
Engineering) is a Professor in the Department of Civil Engineer, Malaviya National Institute
of Technology Jaipur-302017 (India). His areas of research interest are Seismic response
control of civil structures, Earthquake Resistant Design of Steel Structures and Seismic
rehabilitation and retrofitting of structures. He has guided more than 20 students for their
Ph.D. and M.Tech. theses, and published more than 30 research papers in refereed
international journals and conferences. Currently, leading a research project entitled
“Indigenous design development of base isolation system for seismic hazard mitigation”, in
collaboration with Indian Institute of Technology Delhi and an Industry collaborator. Under
the project, an indigenously design and manufacture elastomeric Base Isolation system for
application in building in India has been set up and it is one of the National test facilities in
India for dynamic characterization base isolation.
You may reach him at: sdbharti@mnit.ac.in.
Dr. Dinesh Kumar, B.E. (Mech.Engg.), M.E. (Mech. Engg.), Ph.D (BITS Pilani) is presently
working as an Associate Professor in the Mechanical Engineering Department of Malaviya
National Institute of Technology (MNIT) Jaipur. Prior to joining MNIT Jaipur in 2012, he
worked in Birla Institute of Technology & Science (BITS), Pilani India for over 7 years. His
current teaching interests are in the areas of Solid Mechanics, Continuum Mechanics, Fracture
Mechanics and Finite Element Analysis and Mechanics of Composites, and carrying out
research in the areas of Failure and Strength Analysis of Composite Laminates and FGM using
Finite Element Methods and Multi-scale and Molecular simulation, Phase Field Modeling of
Failures. He has guided 4 Ph.Ds. and nearly 20 M.Tech. theses and published more than 35
research papers in National and International Journals and Conferences of high repute.
You may reach him at: dkumar.mech@mnit.ac.in.
Prof. S. D. Bharti:
Email: sdbharti@mnit.ac.in; Mobile: 09549654196.
Dr. Dinesh Kumar:
Email: dkumar.mech@mnit.ac.in; Mobile: 09549654562.
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